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MODULE 1 • PREPARE DRESS FORM
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Step 1 Begin this lesson by measuring and styletaping the hip at 7” down from below the 
waist tape. Use your L square resting on the table to help align the style tape as you turn the 
dress form so that the style tape is parallel to the table top and the floor.
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Step 2 You will be styletaping all around the form from center front to center front.
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Step 1 Next we will extract measurements from the dress form to prepare our draping piec-
es or blocks. For the 2 front pieces measure from the center front waist, at the bottom of the 
waist tape, to the desired skirt length. For this lesson our skirt length is 23”. We will add 4” to 
the length measurement for the left side skirt block and add 12” to the length for the right side 
skirt block. Record these measurements.
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Step 2 Measure the width of the front hip from side seam to side seam and add 4”. Record 
this measurement.
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Step 3 Measure the width of the back hip from side seam to side seam and add 4”. Record 
this measurement.
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Step 4 The length of your back skirt back block will be the length from below the waist tape 
to the hem plus 4”. Record that measurement.
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Step 1 Based on our size 6 dress form measurements and the desired skirt length, we will 
prepare our skirt fabric blocks by referring to our recorded measurements. Here we have cut 
the right skirt front block as a 35” square. Thread trace the block on the bias from corner to 
corner.
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Step 2A We cut our left side skirt block 21” wide x 27” long.
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Step 2B We thread trace the hipline across the block at 9” down from the top of the block.
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Step 2C We thread trace the center of the block in the length from top to bottom. This is the 
center front of the left side skirt block.
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Step 3A The back skirt block measures 21” wide x 27” long.
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Step 3B We thread trace the hipline at 9” down from the top of the block.
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Step 3C Then thread trace the center of the block in the length from top to bottom, this is the 
skirt’s center back.
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Step 4 We cut a bias waistband piece measuring 2” wide x 32” long.
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Step 5A We will demonstrate an easy way to thread trace and prepare your skirt’s left side 
block and back block guidelines beginning with the hip guidelines. Start by measuring down 
9” from the top on the length edge of block placed face-up and mark with a pin. Repeat this 
step on the other side of the block. This is will be the hipline guideline.
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Step 5B Fold the fabric over at the pin mark, right sides together. Be sure the edges of the 
fabric are matching.
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Step 5C Proceed to pin the fabric 1” away from the fold, from one end of the block to the 
other.
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Step 6A Thread your needle with a strand of contrast cotton thread the length of the block 
plus 6”. Start your thread tracing stitch on the fabric fold taking a ¼” long stitch and then pull-
ing the thread through, leaving a 3” tail.
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Step 6B Take another stitch 1” away from the first, followed by 2 stitches ¼” apart. Notice 
how this combination of  stitches are made in one motion with the needle.
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Step 6C Gently pull the threads through, then repeat the process of taking a 1” long stitch 
followed by 2 short ¼” long stitches until you reach the end. Do not put tension on the thread 
as you sew and be sure to carefully untangle any stitches that might get tangled. You will 
prepare all of your skirt blocks using this thread trace method. A tip when thread tracing the 
skirt’s right front bias is not to pull hard on the thread as you sew since the fabric bias will 
need to stretch and therefore should be hand sewn with a loose hand.  Clip your thread at  
the end leaving a 3” long tail.
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Step 6D When you are finished basting all of your blocks, remove the pins.
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Step 7A With your front right side skirt block face-up on the table, measure in from the corner 
on the thread trace line and place a chalk mark at 12”. This indicates the waistline.
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Step 7B Clip the thread tracing thread 3” above the 12” chalk mark and remove that thread 
section.
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Step 7C Slash into the bias corner with your fabric shears up to the 12” chalk mark.
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Step 1 Start the right front drape by placing a pin into the slash mark/thread trace intersec-
tion.
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Step 2 Align the waist pin on the dress form at the center front/waistline intersection.
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Step 3 Pin both sides of the fabric to the dress form with holding pins above the waist to 
keep the fabric temporarily out of your way as you pin the thread traced center front line to 
the center front of the dress form, from the waist to the end of the torso. Notice how we are 
placing temporary holding pins at the side seam as well. Because there will be a lot of weight 
on the fabric you will need to place a lot pins to hold the block in place.
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Step 4 Next, pin the right side of the waistline from center front to the side seam.
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Step 5 Pin along the waistline to the side seam. Notice that we have created a flare in the 
front and that the fabric is not flat to the dress form below the waist.
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Step 6 Trim the excess fabric at the waist to within 1” of the waistline.
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Step 7 Evaluate the amount of flare that you have created at the bottom of the torso. Here 
we are using our ruler to measure the pick-up. For deep waist pleats add more flare and for 
medium pleat depth allow less. This flare measures 2 ½” on the fold, measured at the bottom 
of the torso.
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Step 8 Lock the flare into place with a pin at the bottom of the torso.
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Step 9 Smooth the fabric over at the torso to the side seam and pin at the side seam/torso 
intersection. Then continue to smooth and pin the fabric along the side seam, feeling the side 
seam ridge with your fingers, until you reach the waist.
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Step 10 On the waist, measure 1” away from center front on the left side of the dress form 
and sink a pin into the waistline at that point. This is where your first pleat will start.
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Step 11 Now, remove the pins along the center front and unpin the pin holding the flare.
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Step 12 Place rows of pins on the right side of the dress form for easy access while draping.
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Step 13 Smooth the fabric across the left side waistline and pin the waist from the center 
front to the side seam.
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Step 14 Trim the fabric above the waist on the left side to within 2” of the waistline.
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Step 15 Then remove the waist pins on the left side of the waist. Secure the fabric with a 
temporary holding pin on the right side of the form.
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Step 16 Sink two pins flat into the waist at 1 ½” away from the side seam as a marker.
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Step 17A In preparation for draping the pleats, release the pin holding the right side of the 
fabric.
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Step 17B The pin waist marker is where your last pleat must end.
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Step 17C To form the first pleat, pin the fabric to the form above the waist and at 1” away 
from center front at the waist.Pick up enough fabric in your hand for the desired amount of 
pleat that you are looking for. Here the depth of the first pleat is 1 ½”. Notice how we are tak-
ing our time to plan the angle and the position of how we want the pleat at the waist to look. 
Double pin the pleat to the waist once you have decided on its position.
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Step 17D Secure holding pins above the waist then plan the second pleat.
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Step 18A We will plan our second pleat approximately ¾” away from the first pleat. Again, 
pick up the fabric on the right side and form the next pleat and it’s position. The depth of the 
second pleat will be approximately 1 ½”. With your free hand, hold the placement of the pleat 
then double pin the pleat at the waist.
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Step 18B Secure the fabric above the waist with pins in preparation for draping the third 
pleat.
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Step 19A The third pleat is formed the same as the first two, however this pleat will be 5/8” 
away from the second and will be 2” in depth. Notice how we are guiding and manipulating 
the first two pleats to form the direction of the third pleat.
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Step 19B Once you have created the third pleat, double pin the pleat to the waist to lock it in 
place.
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Step 19C Secure temporary holding pins above the waist to keep the fabric from interfering 
with draping the fourth and last pleat.
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Step 20A For the fourth pleat, position it 5/8” away from the third pleat at the waist. Notice 
how we are guiding the three previous pleats with our free hand as we plan the fourth pleat. 
As you create the fourth pleat, keep in mind the waist pin marker so that your pleat intake 
fabric stops before or at that marker.
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Step 20B Lock down the last pleat by double pinning it to the waist.
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Step 20C Secure the excess fabric above the waist pleats with pins.
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Step 21 We will demonstrate the depth of each pleat. The first and second pleat measure 1 
½” deep, the third pleat measures 2” deep and the fourth pleat measures 1 ½” deep.
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Step 22A Fold back the edge of the fabric to make sure that the dart intake material doesn’t 
go beyond the 1 ½” waist pin marker since this is the skirt’s edge line.
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Step 22B Secure the fabric at the skirt edge mark with a pin.
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Step 1 Now with your tailor’s chalk, place a crossmark at the waist/skirt edge intersection.
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Step 2 Mark the waistline beginning on the left side of the skirt and then mark the direction of 
each of the pleats both on the top and bottom.
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Step 3 Then mark the right side waist from center front to the side seam. Crossmark the side 
seam/right waist intersection.
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Step 4 Chalk mark the side seam from the waist to the end of the torso.
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Step 5 Slash into the side seam at the torso within ½” of the side seam to release the fabric.
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Step 6 Place a holding pin to temporarily secure the fabric to the back of the dress form.
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Step 7A Remove the side seam/torso pin.
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Step 7B Now gently tug on the skirt hem to release the fabric at the side seam. Notice how 
the slash opens up allowing the fabric at the side seam to relax.
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Step 7C Pin the fabric on the right side to the cage of the dress form.
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Step 7D Secure a pin at the side seam/torso intersection.
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Step 7E Turn the dress form to see how that by gently pulling on the hem you will be able to 
guide the pleats into place so that you will be able to true the side seam.
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Step 7F Now, pin baste a crossmark at the side seam/torso intersection. 
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Step 7G Place another pin at the cage to secure the hem.
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Step 8A Continue to pin baste the desired curve and shape of the skirt’s right side from the 
side seam to the waist edge pin.
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Step 8B We are pin basting the skirt edge instead of chalking the edge so that when we 
true the skirt on the table we have more flexibility when using the hip curve to create a nice 
smooth line.
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Step 9A Thread a hand sewing needle with a double strand of contrast color thread.
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Step 9B Starting at the edge of the left side of the skirt waist, proceed to thread baste the 
pleats with ½” wide stitches to hold the pleats in place. End the stitch at center front with a 
backstitch.
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Step 10 Lock down the pleats with pins placed into the fold of each pleat.
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Step 11 Trim the excess fabric on the edge of the front right side of the skirt to within 2” of 
the pin basting from the side seam to the waist.
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Step 12 Trim the excess waist fabric to within 1 ½” from the waistline then remove the ex-
cess fabric.
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Step 13 Unpin the skirt, leaving the pleat pins and the side seam/hem crossmark pins in 
place then remove the drape from the dress form in preparation for trueing.
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Step 1 With the right skirt front face up on the table, you will re chalk your pleat direction for 
each of the pleats, 1” above and below the waistline. Notice how we are chalking in the direc-
tion of the pleat fold and lower pleat. We do this so that when we open up the skirt waist, the 
direction of the pleats will be obvious.
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Step 2A True the waistline with your hip curve and the sharpened edge of your chalk, follow-
ing your previous chalk markings.
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Step 2B Make sure the center front is a right angle.
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Step 2C Flip the hip curve and true the right side of the front skirt from center front to the side 
seam.
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Step 2D With your 18” clear plastic ruler, add 1” seam allowance to the waist from right to 
left.
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Step 2E Trim away the excess fabric at the waist. Hold the area above the pleats down with 
your free hand as you cut away the excess fabric to retain the exact shape and edge of the 
pleats.
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Step 3A Use your clippers to remove the thread knot at the center front waist then carefully 
remove the basting threads.
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Step 3B Remove the pins at the waist and open up the skirt waistline.
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Step 4A Now we will true the waist stitching line. Start at the left skirt edge and resting the 
ruler on the skirt’s edge at the 1” mark on your clear plastic ruler, chalk the stitching line of 
the waist. Make sure that you are working with a sharp edge on your chalk.
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Step 4B Notice how we are pivoting the ruler as we follow the cut edge of the fabric ending 
at the center front.
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Step 5A Chalk the pin basted hem/side seam intersection and then remove the pins.
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Step 5B Place your clear plastic ruler at the side seam/hem intersection and chalk a right 
angle at this point.
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Step 5C With your hip curve, true the side seam from the skirt hem to the torso.
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Step 5D Flip the hip curve and true the side seam from torso to waist.
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Step 5E Add 1” seam allowance to the side seam with your clear plastic ruler from hem to 
waist. Then trim away the excess fabric.
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Step 6 Lightly chalk the pins along the curved outer edge of the right front skirt from waist to 
the side seam hem. Remove the pins.
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Step 7A Square a line off the side seam/hem intersection with your clear plastic ruler for 
approximately 1”.
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Step 7B Use your hip curve to true the front outer edge of the skirt beginning at the side 
seam.
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Step 7C Notice how we are connecting to the chalk pin marks however, if you find that you 
get a better line by not connecting to one or more of the marks then that is fine. The key here 
is to get a nice smooth curve.
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Step 7D When you are about 3” away from the waist, use your clear plastic ruler to square 
off at the outer edge/waist intersection.
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Step 7E Then finish trueing the skirt’s outer edge.
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Step 7F Add ½” seam allowance to the skirt’s outer edge beginning at the side seam. Con-
tinue adding the ½” seam allowance along the outer curved edge until you reach the waist.
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Step 7G Cut away the excess fabric along the outer edge of the skirt.
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Step 1 Place the left front skirt block onto the dress form aligning the center front/hip inter-
section with that of the dress form and securing it with a pin.
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Step 2 Smooth the fabric up along center front and then pin the fabric at the waist.
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Step 3A Place a holding pin on the right side of the dress form and then align the hip as you 
add a pinch of ease in the middle of the left panel.
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Step 3B Place a pin to hold the fabric temporarily in place above the waist as you align the 
hip to the dress form and secure it with a pin at the side seam.
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Step 4 Lock your ease in place at the hip with pins.
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Step 5 Pin along the center front above the hip and then below the hip to the end of the tor-
so.
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Step 6A Be sure you trap ease in the middle of the left panel at the torso and then secure 2 
pins at the side seam/torso intersection.
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Step 6B Continue to pin the fabric to the side seam up to the hip.
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Step 7A Release the holding pin above the waist at the side seam and then smooth the fab-
ric above the hip at the side seam to the waist.
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Step 7B Note that we will be forming a dart on this side of the skirt panel so don’t smooth too 
much fabric off the side seam.
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Step 7C Then pin along the side seam from hip to waist.
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Step 8A Next we will form the dart. The dart aligns with the princess line of the dress form.
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Step 8B Pick-up the dart with your fingers and pin it together at the waistline.
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Step 8C Place a pin at the vanishing point of the dart. This dart should not be longer than 3 
½” for a size 6.
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Step 9 Smooth the fabric above the hip to the waist and secure it with pins placed on both 
sides of the dart.
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Step 10 With the sharpened edge of your tailor’s chalk, begin marking the waist at center 
front to the side seam.
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Step 11 Chalk mark both sides of the waist dart and the dart’s vanishing point.
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Step 12 Mark the side seam from the waist to the bottom of the torso.
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Step 13 Crossmark the side seam/torso intersection.
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Step 14 Chalk mark the center front/torso intersection.
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Step 15 Check that you have captured all of your markings. Unpin the left skirt front from the 
dress form however leave the dart pinned together. Then remove the drape from the form.
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Step 1A Place the back skirt block onto the dress form aligning the center back/hip intersec-
tion with that of the dress form and securing it with a pin.
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Step 1B Smooth the fabric above the hip and secure a pin at the center back/waist intersec-
tion.
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Step 2 Secure a holding pin on the top right side.
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Step 3 Since we will be only draping the left side of the skirt, align the hip on the left side of 
the skirt and secure a holding pin on the top.
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Step 4 Pin along center back from under the waist to the hip and then pin at the center back/
torso intersection.
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Step 5 Align the fabric’s hipline to the dress form’s styletape. Be sure to add a pinch of ease 
in the center of the skirt left panel.
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Step 6 Place holding pins to the top to keep the fabric away as you drape the left side of the 
skirt.
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Step 7 Then, pin the hipline from side seam to center back.
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Step 8A Place another pin at the side torso intersection and again, make sure that you have 
given ease to the torso.
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Step 8B Continue to pin the side seam to the hip.
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Step 9A Smooth the fabric above the hip at the side seam and pin the side seam/waist inter-
section.
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Step 9B Continue to pin along the side seam from waist to hip.
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Step 10A We will plan 2 back waist darts next. One aligned with the princess line and the 
other positioned midway between princess and the side seam.
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Step 10B Pick up approximately 5/8” on the fold at the princess line and pin the layers to-
gether.
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Step 10C Before creating the second dart, be sure to add a pinch of ease between the darts 
at the waist.
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Step 10D Then again pick-up another 5/8” to form the second dart and pin the layers togeth-
er.
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Step 11 Smooth the fabric above the hip to the waist and then secure the waist with pins. PIn 
both sides of the darts and in the middle of the dart.
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Step 12 Guide the direction of the darts with your hands then pin the vanishing point of both 
back waist darts. For a size 6 the darts should not be longer than 5” with the side dart ½” 
shorter than the center dart.
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Step 13A We will mark the left back skirt with tailor’s chalk starting at the center back waist.
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Step 13B Continue to chalk mark the waist from the center back to the side seam.
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Step 13C Mark the center back dart on both sides and it’s vanishing point.
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Step 13D Then mark the side back dart on both sides and it’s vanishing point.
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Step 14A Crossmark the side seam/waist intersection and then continue to mark the side 
seam all the way down to the torso.
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Step 14B Crossmark the side seam/torso intersection.
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Step 14C Mark the center back/torso intersection.
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Step 15 With the darts still pinned together. Unpin the back skirt and remove it from the dress 
form in preparation for trueing.
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Step 1 With the back skirt drape face up on the table, mark the center of the back darts with 
your tailor’s chalk at the waistline. Then remove the dart pins.
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Step 2 Darken the center lines of your darts with your clear plastic ruler and chalk, from the 
waist to the end of the fabric.
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Step 3A Next, with your tape measure, measure the distance from center back to the center 
of the dart then slide the tape measure down at that number to the dart’s vanishing point and 
place a crossmark with your chalk.
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Step 3B Now measure from center front to the center of the side dart then slide the tape 
measure down to that dart’s vanishing point at that number and place a crossmark.
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Step 3C Remove the vanishing point pins, then with your ruler, connect the vanishing point to 
the center of the dart at the waist, first on the center back dart and then on the side back dart.
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Step 3D With your hip curve, true one leg of the center dart, flip your curve over in the exact 
same numerical spot on the ruler and then true the other side of the dart.
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Step 3E Repeat this process for the side back dart.
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Step 4A True the side seam with the hip curve from the hip to the waist.
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Step 4B Reposition the ruler and true the side seam from the hip to the bottom of the skirt.
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Step 5A Now, turn the fabric block horizontally and pin the darts closed. Start with the center 
back dart pinning with the dart intake going towards center back. Notice how we are pinning 
diagonally to the dart fold.
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Step 5B Then pin the side dart closed again with the dart intake towards center back.
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Step 6A Square a 1” line off the center back waist with your clear plastic ruler.
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Step 6B Place your hip curve at the waist marks and true the waistline from the squared line 
to the side seam.
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Step 7A Add 1” seam allowance to the waist.
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Step 7B Add 1” seam allowance to the side seam from the waist to the hem.
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Step 8A Cut away the excess fabric at the waist starting at the center back. Hold down the 
fabric at the darts as you cut. Once you have finished cutting the waist excess, unpin the 
waist darts.
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Step 8B With the tip of your fabric shears, notch into the dart’s stitching line at the seam 
allowance edge.
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Step 9A Fold the back skirt in half lengthwise on the thread tracing guideline.
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Step 9B Pin ½” away from the center back folded edge of the skirt block.
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Step 9C Make sure that the hip thread traced guidelines are matching on the top and bottom 
layers.
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Step 9D Smooth the fabric down so that it lays flat, then pin the layers together at the hip and 
½” in from the side seam’s stitching line down to the hem.
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Step 9E Pin the layers together at the waistline between the darts and on both sides of each 
dart at the waistline. Then pin right below the dart vanishing points.
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Step 10A Sink a pin into each of the dart’s vanishing point.
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Step 10B Flip the back skirt over to the other side and with your chalk, crossmark the vanish-
ing points of both darts.
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Step 11A Flip the skirt back to the other side and trim away the excess fabric on the under-
side of the skirt, starting at the waist.
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Step 11B Trim away the excess fabric along the side seam from the waist to the hem.
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Step 12 Now transfer the dart notches at the waist by snipping into the seam allowance on 
the skirt’s bottom layer.
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Step 13 Remove all of the pins on the back skirt.
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Step 14 Open the skirt up in preparation for trueing the right side of the skirt.
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Step 15A With your chalk, mark the dart notches on the right side of the back skirt.
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Step 15B True in the legs of the dart with your hip curve the same as you did for the left side 
of the back skirt.
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Step 15C Remember to flip your curve over in the exact same numerical spot on the ruler 
when trueing each dart leg.
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Step 16A True the waistline by resting the ruler on the skirt’s top edge aligned at the 1” mark 
on the plastic ruler. Pivot the ruler along the edge and mark the waistline from the center 
back to the side seam.
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Step 16B We will true the side seam the same way, pivoting the ruler along the edge of the 
side seam at the 1” mark from the waist to the hem.
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Step 17 Pin both of the back darts closed with the dart pick-up in the direction of center back. 
Just as you did when closing the darts on the right side, pin diagonally. This helps the darts 
lay flatter.
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Step 1 With the left front skirt drape face up on the table, mark the center of the front dart 
with your tailor’s chalk at the waistline. Then remove the dart pins.
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Step 2 Rest the end of your clear plastic ruler on the hip and square a line through the middle 
of the front dart with your chalk.
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Step 3A Use your hip curve to true one leg of the front dart then flip your curve over in the 
exact same numerical spot on the ruler and true the other side of the dart.
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Step 3B Pin the dart closed with the dart intake in the direction of the center front. Remem-
ber to diagonally pin on the dart fold.
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Step 4A Square a line off the center front waistline for about 1”.
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Step 4B True the waistline with your hip curve.
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Step 4C Add 1” seam allowance to the left front waistline.
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Step 5A True the side seam from the hip to the waist then, reposition the curve and true the 
side seam from the hip to the hem.
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Step 5B Add 1” seam allowance to the side seam from the waist to the hem.
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Step 6A Pin the dart in the waist seam allowance then trim the excess fabric above the waist.
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Step 6B Trim the excess fabric along the side seam from the waist to the hem.
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Step 7A Then, remove the dart pins.
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Step 7B Clip the dart notches at the top of the dart stitching line.
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Step 8 Sink a pin into the dart’s vanishing point.
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Step 9A Fold the left front panel along the thread traced length guideline and smooth the 
fabric so that the front lays flat.
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Step 9B Match up the upper thread traced guideline with the hipline on the layer below.
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Step 10 Once the guidelines are aligned, repin the vanishing point pin so that it pokes 
through to the lower layer.
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Step 11A Pin the layers together pinning 1” away from the center front fold, from the waist to 
the hem.
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Step 11B Then pin the layers together at ½” in from the side seam stitching line from hem to 
waist. Make sure that your hip guidelines align as you pin.
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Step 11C Pin the layers together just below the stitching line of the waist.
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Step 12A Cut away the excess fabric at the waist and clip the waist notches.
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Step 12B Cut away the excess fabric along the side seam.
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Step 13A Flip the skirt over to the other side and crossmark with your chalk the vanishing 
point of the waist dart.
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Step 13B Flip the skirt over again and remove all of the skirt pins.
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Step 14A With your hip curve chalk the waist dart from the waist to the vanishing point.
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Step 14B Flip your curve over in the exact same numerical spot on the ruler and true the 
other side of the dart.
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Step 15 Pin the waist dart closed with the dart intake towards center back. Pin in a diagonal 
direction.
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Step 16 True the left waistline next, resting the ruler on the skirt’s top edge,, aligned at the 1” 
mark on the plastic ruler, then true the side seam from waist to hem.
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Step 1A The next step is to pin the back side seam to the left front side seam on the stitching 
line. Start at the hip and pin from the hip to the hem.
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Step 1B Then pin from the hip to the waist at the side seam.
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Step 2A Now close the front pleats, starting with the 1st pleat closest to the waist. Place your 
pins at the waist stitching line.
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Step 2B Continue to close and pin the 2nd through 4th pleats at the waistline.
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Step 3 Next pin the back skirt’s right side seam over the right front skirt’s side seam at the 
stitching line. Pin from waist to hem.
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Step 4A We will adjust the underlay on the skirt’s left side panel next. With your chalk and 
yardstick, square a line down from the waist edge to the hem by squaring off the hipline.
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Step 4B Come in 1 ½” and chalk a line down with the yardstick to create the facing from the 
waist to the hem.
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Step 4C Trim the excess fabric along the facing from hem to waist.
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Step 4D Bend the facing back and pin it in place from the waist to the hem.
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Step 5A Next we will pin the bias waistband to the skirt waist, beginning at the front underlay. 
Pin in a horizontal direction matching the ½” seam allowance of the waistband with the stitch-
ing line of the skirt.  You will trim your skirt seam allowance later during the sewing process, 
in case there are adjustments to be made on the skirt drape.
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Step 5B Note the amount of stretch we give to the waistband as we get to the notch at center 
front. Stretching the waistband as you pin will allow the waistband to lie flat against the body.
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Step 5C Continue to pin the waist until you reach the edge on the left side front of the skirt.
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Step 5D Trim the excess fabric on the waistband when you reach the end.
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Step 6A Fold the waistband over ¾”, which will be wide enough to house a skirt hook.
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Step 6B Pin the waistband as a crack stitch from end to end.
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Step 6C This is how the waistband will look once you have finished pinning the crack stitch.
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Step 7A With the skirt folded on the table, line up the center back waist/side seam 
intersection and along the center back to the hem.
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Step 7B Match up the layers of the side seam/waist intersection and along the waist.
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Step 7C Pin the layers along the curved hem from front to back.
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Step 8 Trace the front curve of the right panel onto the left panel with your chalk,   from the 
front edge to the side seam.
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Step 9 Use your ruler and chalk to square a line off center back at the hem, at the level of the 
front side seam.
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Step 10 Trim away the excess fabric at the hem, removing any pins that are in your path. 
Then remove your hem pins.
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Step 11 Unpin the layers and open the skirt drape up.
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Step 12A Put the skirt back on the dress form and check the fit.
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Step 12B This is how you drape a wrap skirt.


